Clevest Add-On Component for SAP
Increase ROI and reduce time to deploy with our SAP-certified solutions

Infosheet
Many of our customers rely on SAP technology
to support multiple functions within their
organization. However, out-of-the-box capabilities
are often not enough. Today, most energy and
water utilities rely on a constant exchange of
data between multiple applications so they can
monitor their operation and coordinate people
and equipment in the field.
Extending the value of your SAP deployment to
deliver additional functionality to the field can
be very complex and costly. The Clevest Add-On
Component (AOC) for SAP provides our customers
with a simple and cost-effective option.
Clevest AOC is much more than a basic
integration. Acting as the central data exchange
hub, Clevest coordinates data and interactions
from all active sources to optimize SAP
notifications, service orders, timesheets, job
costing, and more.
With our standards-based approach, IT
departments can easily install, configure,
support, and maintain the Clevest AOC, including
straightforward adaptations for customizations
that originate on the SAP side.
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How it works
Clevest AOC is an extension of the Clevest Mobile
Workforce Management offering. It supports a
deeper integration across multiple SAP functions
including SAP IS-U/PM, Logistics, Finance, and HR
modules. The flexible architecture is HANA-ready
and can be used within point-to-point, PI/PO, and
ESB environments.
The solution allows you to reliably exchange
data using a standards-based framework for
application-to-application integration. You’ll
be able to easily extend interface mapping and
business logic for customer and SAP objects using
the AOC Business Add Ins (BADI). The Clevest AOC
also supports the processing of events-based
messaging.
The Clevest AOC is highly configurable with web
services based on the SAP Business Application
Programming Interface (BAPI). Built-in exception
handling is also included so that issues can be
resolved as they arise.
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Industry-leading best practices
We’ve spent decades working exclusively with energy and water utility companies. Over the years, we’ve
helped develop and define best practices in this field. One benefit for our customers is our extensive library
of best practice templates that expedite the automation of end-to-end processes.
To achieve greater efficiencies, these optional modules are available to Clevest AOC customers:
SAP Service Order Templates

SAP Timesheet & Job Costing Templates

Manage SAP-generated service orders:

Easily capture timesheet records:

•

Receive / create / modify orders

•

Automatically capture timesheet
records based on order activity

•

Historical and pending notifications

•

Scheduling and dispatch

•

Add / edit timesheet records

•

Route optimization

•

Submit to SAP for processing

•

Order status updates

•

•

Intelligent workflows

•

GIS integration

Automatically capture job cost
data (labor, materials, vehicle and
equipment utilization)

For more information about Clevest, visit our website at clevest.com. Or contact sales@clevest.com to
schedule a product demonstration.
Clevest provides innovative workforce management software that connects the crews in the field to operations so you can rapidly automate and optimize field
work activities and processes to improve response time, safety, productivity, and effectiveness. Clevest integrates with leading enterprise systems and can be
deployed on-premise and in the cloud.
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